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Ireland and Spain in the
reign of Philip II

the seventeenth century

Enrique García Hernán

Igor Pérez Tostado
This book covers this complexity of
Irish migration to the Spanish empire,
from 17th-century Hapsburg Spain to
18th-century Bourbon Spain, from
Europe to the new World, from
Madrid, Brussels or Cadiz to Havana,
Lima and Chile. Even though Ireland
did not form part of this empire, the
contribution of Irishmen and Irishwomen to this multinational empire
was remarkable. The Irish ‘nation’
played a key role in the army,
commerce, medicine, literary life and
18th-century Spanish Enlightenment.

‘This book is a reminder of how
important mainland Europe was to
Ireland and how it was a destination
for emigrants and exiles before the
great famine turned our orientation
towards America and elsewhere …
[Pérez] Tostado’s is a well written and
thoroughly researched work that adds
a lot to our understanding of this
period of Irish history … [he] has
added another dimension to the
historiography of seventeenth century
Ireland.’ Tony Canavan, Books Ireland

384pp; Hardback.
ISBN: 978-1-84682-183-7
Retail: $65.00 Sale: $45.00

224pp; Hardback.
ISBN: 978-1-84682-110-3
Retail: $55.00 Sale: $40.00

‘García Hernán has unearthed a
wealth of new, previously-unpublished
material regarding this remarkable
and often-misunderstood monarch
… the principal virtue of this book
resides in its exhaustive analysis and
contextualization of the forces, events
and personalities that influenced the
evolution and subsequent development
of Philip II’s policy concerning Ireland
… replete with fascinating anecdotes
… this is a rare book, and one which
will be enjoyed by specialists and the
greater reading public alike.’
Embajada De Irlanda, Madrid
416pp; Hardback.
ISBN: 978-1-84682-166-0
Retail: $65.00 Sale: $45.00
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